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Clinics, Presentations, Master Classes!
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**SHOW SCHEDULE**

**Saturday, May 21**

8:00 A.M. Exhibitor and VIP Access

10:00 A.M. Show opens to public

11:00 A.M. Masai Ensemble Performance (Clinic Room)

11:30 A.M. JoVia Clinic

12:00 Noon Kim Thompson Master Class

1:00 P.M. Gary Astridge presentation on Ringo’s drums, in Clinic room

2:00 P.M. Youth Rhythm Jam with JoVia in Master Class room

3:00 P.M. John Blackwell Clinic

4:00 P.M. Jeff Davenport drum tuning workshop in Master Class room

5:00 P.M. Show closes

**Sunday, May 22**

8:00 A.M. Exhibitor and VIP Access

10:00 A.M. Show opens to public

10:00 A.M. Benny Greb Master Class

11:00 A.M. Kofi Baker Clinic

11:00 A.M. Jeff Davenport drum tuning workshop, in Cafe

12:00 P.M. John Blackwell Master Class

1:00 P.M. Kim Thompson Clinic

2:00 P.M. Kofi Baker Master Class

3:00 P.M. Benny Greb Clinic

4:00 P.M. Raffle
Grand Prize Drawings

5:00 P.M. Show closes

[Center Stage Images]
Promotional • Concert • Endorsement • Location
Detroit, Michigan
www.centerstageimages.com
1  Drugan’s Drums
2-3  Chicago Drum
4  Outlaw Drums
5,6  Humes & Berg
7  JamTec
8  Steve Maxwell
9  Craviotto Drums
10  Bill Hartrick Vintage Cymbals
11  DrummersDreamUSA Will Tillman
12-13  Klash
14  Kumu Drums
15  Lowboy Beaters
16-17  Fugate Drums
18  Kiss The Drummer Music
19  JC’s Drum Center of Detroit
20  LA Backbeat, Three On The Floor
21  Music Parts International
22-23  Stone Drum Company
24  Bob Rickman
25  Big Fat Snare Drum
26  Doc Sweeney Drums
27,36  TRX Cymbals, Cympad, PinchClip,
28  Liverpool Drumsticks
29  AE.drums
30  John Medina Jr.
31-32  Amedia Cymbals
33  Brian DuVall
34  Klise Manufacturing Co.
35  Billy Baker
36  see 27
37  Dynamicx
38-39  Gary Asher & Zoro
40  Mike Schicker
41  Cooper Campbell and Curotto Lounge
42  Joyful Noise/Bent Tree Innovations
43  Tyler Lewis
44,53,54  Ludwig
46-47  Drugan’s Drums
48  John Grandt Vintage Drums
49  Evans
50  Yamaha
51-52  Jenkins-Martin Drum Company
53-54  see 44
55-56  Lee Ruff
57  Tony Lewis
58  CooperGroove
59-60  Chuck Scalia
61  Drum Supply House
62,63  Bob Sharp
64  Turnwerks
65  Hit Drum
66  Tim O’Hara
67  Crash Bam Boom
68  ThunderEcho
69  Jim Krutz
70  Holland Drums
71  Custom Tank Drum
72  The Steelpan Store
73  Steve Eaton
74-75  Independant Drum Lab
76  RimRiser
77-78  Trick Drums
79  Infinity Drumworks
80  A&E Drum Company
81  Empowered Percussion
82  Parra Drums
83  Oriollo
84  Meliti Acoustics
85  Bum Wrap Drum Company
86  rbb Drums
87  Southern Thumb Music
88  Eric Binder’s Vintage Drums
89-90  Sonor Drums
91  Chuck Reece
92  daVille Drumworks
93-94  Matt’s Vintage Drums
95-96  Guitar Center
97  Larry Matthews
98-99  McCourt’s Music
100  Freestyle Vintage Drums
101,109  Bun E Carlos, Randy Rainwater
102  Zildjian
103  Skins N Tins
104  Sabian
105  Frank Zumwalt, Andy Dwyer
106  David Poradzisz
107  Not So Modern Drummer and Mlasko Drums
108  Dred Weber
109  see 101
110-111  Chicago’s #1 Drum Lessons
112  Nick Hopkin
113  Precision Drum Company
114  Carolina Classics
115-116  Drum Factory
117-118  Joe Luoma
119  Joe Mekler
120  Remo
121-122  Jim Murray
123,124,125  Consignments
126,127  Ken Anderson
128-129  Sticks nTones
130-131  Keith Larsen
132  Scorpion Sticks
133  Midwest Custom Cymbals
134-135  Palmetto Drum Company
136  Goodman Drum Company
137  Maxheads
138  Unix
139  Beat Boogie Drums
140  Ronn Dunnett
141-142  Chicago Drum Exchange
143  Headhunters Sticks & Creations
144  Beato
145  Stick Stuff/Xcel Sticks
146  Arcada Theater
147  Gary Dulock
148-149  Cymbal Planet
150  PLAYDRUMS
151  Out Of The Drawer Percussion
152  Alternate Mode
153  The Kelly Shu
154  WFLIII Drums
155  Drumtone
156-157  Vintage Drums & Percussion
158  Sticks n Skins/The Sessions
159  RB Drum Sticks
160  Tim Ellis Drums
161  U.S. Drum Supply
162  Alesis
163  Alesis
164 EntityType
165  Johnston Drum Works
166,167,168  RCD Vintage Drums
169  GEFS’ Drums
170  Dixon Drums
172  MIC-EZE
173  Natural Acoustics Lab
174  Holloman Custom Drums
175  Les DeMerle
176  U.S. Drum Supply
177  Alesis
178  Alesis
179  Modern Drummer
180  DRUM! Magazine
181  On The Ropes
VOLUME POLICY
We realize that drums and cymbals must sometimes be played loudly. We must limit such playing to true instrument demonstrations. Jamming, practicing, and showing off is inconsiderate to exhibitors & attendees alike and will not be tolerated.
40 Mike Schicker  
2512 8th Ave  
North Riverside, IL  60546  
708-447-5692  
rschicker@att.net  

41 Curotto, Campbell & Cooper Lounge  
42 Joyful Noise, Bent Tree Innovations  
Castle Rock, CO  
info@joyfulnoisedrumcompany.com  

43 Anthony Scott  
4221 Grand Avenue South  
Minneapolis, MN 55409  
612-867-4501  
ascott@bitstream.net  

44,45,53,54 Ludwig Drum Company  
P.O. Box 310  
Elkhart, IN  46515  
574-522-1675  
jcatalano@ludwig-drums.com  

46-47 See #1  
48 John Grandt Vintage Drums  
P.O. Box 1723  
Cortez, CO 81321  
206-714-7352  
grandtj@gmail.com  

49 Evans Drumheads  
595 Smith St.  
Farmingdale, NY  11735  

50 Yamaha  
Jim Haler Product Mgr.  
Yamaha Acoustic Drums & Hardware  
714-522-9231  
jhaler@yamaha.com  
www.yamahadrums.com  
www.yamahadrums.com  

51-52 Jenkins-Martin Drum Co.  
292 Manzanita Ln  
Thousand Oaks, CA  91361  
805-497-1455  
jerry@jenkinsmartindrums.com  

55-56 Lee Ruff  
5330 Austin Lane  
Stewartstown, PA 17363  
717-993-2097  
jazcym@gmail.com  

57 Tony Lewis  
222 Damon  
Jackson, MI 49203  
home 517-789-7068  
work 517-780-7120  
lewis3@michigan.gov  

58 CooperGroove  
207 N. Grove Ave,  
Oak Park, IL,  60302  
773-459-6544  
carlo@coopergroove.com  

59-60 Chuck Scalia  
521 E.Washington Ave  
Madison, WI  53703  
608-256-8010 cscale33@aol.com  

61 Drum Supply House  
Andy Foote Nashville, TN  
615-251-1146 800-New-Drum  
andy@drummaker.com  
www.drummaker.com  

62-63 Bob Sharp  
4458 Erie Ave  
Cincinnati, OH  45227  
513-312-7637  
bobbysharptrio@hotmail.com  

64 Turnwerks  
Dave Oliver, turnwerks@gmail.com  

65 Hit Drum  
Joe Marquardt  
3 Fernilee Court  
Sugar Grove, IL  60554  
630-585-0069  
hitdrum@aol.com  
www.hitdrum.com  

66 Tim O’Hara  
1670 Darwin Ct  
Wheaton IL  60189  
630-640-5721  
hattrick1670@comcast.net  

67 Crash Boom Bam  
ThunderEcho Drum Company  
2351 Pearl Rd, Unit 102  
Medina, OH  44256  
330-225-1488  
info@ThunderEchoDrums.com 
www.thunderechodrums.com  

68 Jim Krutz  
2625 Bluff Road  
Seward, Ne  68434  
402 450 0282  
jimkrutz@gmail.com  

69 Holland Drums  
Scott Holland  
3775 E.P. True Parkway #153  
West Des Moines, IA  5026  

70 Custom Tank Drums  
Eric Liebing/Tom Liebing  
630-665-1384  
customtankdrum.com  
tomliebing@aol.com  

71 The Steelpan Store  
Crystal Lake, IL  60012  
815-893-9PAN  
info@steelpanstore.com  
www.steelpanstore.com  

72 Steve Eaton  
2110 Forden Ave  
Madison, WI  53704-4610  
608-302-9124  
Drsteve@agd.org  

73 Independant Drum Lab LLC  
Josh Allen  
76 RimRiserUSA  
RimRiserUSA,  
51-27 63 Street  
Woodside, NY 11377  
917-501-9973  
rimriserusa@aol.com  

77-78 Trick Percussion  
17 E. University Drive,  
Arlington Heights, IL  60004  
800-448-7425  
mike@trickdrums.com  
www.trickdrums.com  

79 Infinity Drumworks  
1602 9th Ave  
Anoka, MN  55303  
612-281-8847  
kris@infinitydrumworks.com  

80 A&F Drum Co.  
Austin, TX  78704  
RamusdrumPocket@yahoo.com  

81 Empowered Percussion  
308 Prince St  
St Paul, MN  55101  
612 968 4745  
empoweredpercussion@gmail.com  

82 Parra Drums  
Ricardo Parra  
www.parradrums.com  

83 Oriollo  
Vukan Karadzic  
Karadjordjeva 132  
22300 Stara Pazova  
Serbia Europe  
+381 66 00 97 00  
vukan@oriello.com  

84 Meliti Acoustics  
1081 Putnan Ave  
Riverside, CT  06878  

85 Bum Wrap Drums  
Murray Gornall  
bumwrapdrums@gmail.com  

86 RBH Drum Co.  
585 S Birdneck Rd  
Virginia Beach VA  23451  
757 536 3847  
bruce@rbhdrumsusa.com  

87 Southern Thumb Music Studio  
Dave & Patti Christensen  
68074 South Main St  
Richmond, MI 48062  
586-727-2389  
dave@southernthumbmusic.com  
www.southernthumbmusic.com  

88 Eric Binder's Vintage Drums  
518-269-8141  
ericbinderrx@gmail.com
89,90 Sonor
Zum Heilbach 5
Bad Berleburg
Germany 57319
+45 2759 790  info@sonor.de
91 Chuck Reece
1003 Fairlane Drive
Schaumburg, IL 60193
847-269-2215
calanreece@yahoo.com
92 daVille Drumworks
13588 Hwy 44E
Taylorsville, KY 40071
502-538-2024
davilledrumworks.com

93-94 Matt’s Vintage Drums
Roselle, IL 60172
info@mattsvintagedrums.com
847 452 5602

95-96 Guitar Center
Locations Nationwide
www.guitarcenter.com

97 Larry Matthews
936 Paseo Morella,
West Palm Beach, FL 33405
561-685-6890
lmatmusic@yahoo.com

98,99 McCourt’s Music
3063 W. 12 Mile
Berkley, MI 48072
248-546-4300
mccourtsmusic.com

100 Freestyle Vintage Drums
Jess Espejo Jr.
402-598-2250
rangerirocz@gmail.com

101,109 Randy Rainwater
2910 S Main
Rockford, IL 61102
815-871-8662
rain2910@aol.com

102 Zildjian, Avedis Co.,
22 Longwater Dr,
Norwell, MA 02061
781-871-2200  www.zildjian.com

103 Skins N Tins
Terry Hawkins
29 Main St
Champaign IL 61820
217-352-3786
lizatkinskins@yahoo.com

104 Sabian /Gon Bops
219 Main Street
Meductic, NB E6H 2L5
Canada
506 272 2019
sabian@sabian.com
www.sabian.com

105 Frank Zumwalt, Andy Dwyer
300 S 6th St
Watseka, IL 60970
815-383-1567

106 David Poradzisz
10841 S. Lawndale Ave
Chicago, IL 60655
773-233-5668
dporadzisz@wowway.com

107 Not So Modern Drummer
& Msako Drums
www.notsomoderndrummer.com

108 Drew Weber
248-670-0870
gaw33@hotmail.com

109 (see 101)
110-111 Chicago’s #1 Drum Lessons
Mike Semerau
329 Plainview Dr.
Bolingbrook, IL 60440
630-410-8600
www.chicagodrumlessons.com
drum4u2@comcast.net

112 Nick Hopkin Drums
nick@nickhopkindrums.com
www.nichhopkindrums.com
Tel 07870 574124

113 Precision Drum Company
2012 Route 44
Pleasant Valley, NY 12569
1-888-512-DRUM (3786)
Toll Free in US 845-635-9820
Fax: 845 - 635 - 8442

114 Carolina Classics
Bob Saur
10813 Congressional Club Dr
Charlotte, NC 28277
704-302-1980  rksaur@aol.com

115-116 Drumfactory
Gary Bender,
601 W Chestnut #5
Mason City, IA 52664
217-354-6491
gbender59@yahoo.com,
facebook:Gary Bender’s Drumfactory

117,118 Joe Luoma
P.O. Box 21212
Eagan, MN 55121
cell 651-442-5859
zantano@comcast.net

119 JOEYBOOM
710 Wood St
Burlington NJ 08016
609-937-0830
joeyboom@comcast.net

120 Remo, Inc.
28101 Industry Drive
Valencia, CA 91355
661-294-5600
customerservice@remo.com

121-122 Jim Murray,
Skip Towne Production
155 North Harbor Drive,
Suite 1512, Chicago IL 60601
312-286-3774
www.skiptowne.com

123,124,125 Consignments
Doug Carrington
1025 Green Briar Hills Dr
O’Fallon, MO 63366
636-696-0950
doug carrington5@juno.com
Ron Fink
1206 Piping Rock Lane
Denton, TX 76205
940-382-8753
r.fink6@verizon.net

126,127 Ken Anderson & Susan Jevens
608 698 3786
kADrum@charter.net

128-129 Sticks N Tones
Evelyn Sosbe
drummingupbusiness@yahoo.com

130 Baltimore Drum Company
Keith Larsen
410-870-2649
www.baltimoredrum.com

131 Mid Atlantic Drum LLC
Keith Larsen
8630 Loch Raven Blvd
Baltimore, MD 21286
410-870-2649
maddrum@comcast.net
www.midatlanticdrumshop.com

132 Scorpion Percussion
816 Foster Ave
Bensenville, IL 60106
331-481-6098
customerservice@scorpionstix.com

133 Midwest Custom Cymbals
103 Beach St
Joliet, IL 60436
815-557-3244
midwestcustomcymbals@gmail.com

134,135 Palmetto Drum Company
Travelers Rest, SC
864 270-7022
palmettomusic@gmail.com

136 Goodman Drum Company
P.O. Box 851
Jackson, SC 29831
803-271-4282
goodmandrumcompany@gmail.com
Gary Astridge Saturday 1:00 P.M. clinic room

In 2013, Gary documented two of Ringo’s Beatles kits and his Gold-plated Ludwig snare drum for the Grammy Museum in L.A. Since that time he has been involved with numerous other Ringo projects. His presentations at the Chicago Drum Show are among our most popular events.
LIVE INTERVIEWS IN THE REBEATS CAFE
stop by and join Jim Messina & crew as he conducts interviews Saturday for his online show vintagedrumstalk.com.

Jeff Davenport - Remo Drum Tuning Workshops
Saturday 4:00 P.M. in the Master Class Room, Sunday 11:00 A.M. in the Cafe

Jeff Davenport, a Sonor and Remo endorser, has been playing drums 35 years and has specialised in drumkit tuning since 2002. Jeff's breakthrough tuning date was after being recommended by drummer Steve Smith to teach at UK's Mike Dolbear's Ultimate Boot Camp 2011, and this is now Jeff’s 1st appearance in the USA.

In Europe, Jeff has offered practical tuning and drumhead advice to thousands of drummers of all ages. He specialises in live demonstration of tuning techniques at trade events, drum stores and music colleges. Jeff has chosen not to do any videos of his work as he prefers to teach in real time and space. Jeff says: "If we’re not all “round-the-campfire” regards tuning we’re not really learning. The best way is through real-time demonstration and discussion amongst ourselves. We can then share and reveal some very simple techniques and principles of drum-tuning that make it not the dark art everybody thinks it is! If it’s not quick it aint worth doing!"

“These masterclasses are THE fast-track pathway to quick, simple and easy tuning of the drumkit. By the end we understand what head to pick for what style of music and how to tune it for best effect. At the Chicago show I’ll be studying the Remo Vintage Head range, Fibreskyn and Skynone range, custom orders for those tricky drums, pre-international sizing for toms, bass and snare drum, and how to find some interesting Vintage sounds from the Remo catalogue where you wouldn’t ordinarily have looked..."
Pure colors and textures in your sound palette...

Handcrafted Drums
parradrum.com

MASTER CLASSES
A Master Class is like a cross between a private lesson and a clinic. It is meant to provide some individual attention to everyone regardless of their skill level. Class size is limited. Cost is usually $25.00, payable upon check-in for the session. For more details, see any Rebeats staffer or contact Rob Cook, rob@rebeats.com. The Master Class room is on the second level.

Benny Greb
Sunday, 10:00 A.M.

Kim Thompson
Saturday, 12:00 Noon

John Blackwell
Sunday, 12:00 noon

Kofi Baker
Sunday, 2:00 P.M.

Two free sessions in the Master Class room:
Saturday 2:00 P.M. JoVia leads the Youth Rhythm Jam.
All ages welcome, instruments provided!
Saturday 4:00 P.M. Jeff Davenport presents the Remo Drum Tuning Workshop.

"Trick drums are innovative and reliable. Before Trick I had to deal with warped shells and poor metal hardware. I haven’t had to worry about that for over 10 years now. My Trick snare is still articulate and responsive, the rims are still the most resonant I’ve ever played, and the kick is still deep and powerful. In ten years of playing I haven’t had any problems with them whatsoever.

I can’t count how many qgs, studios and shows it’s been, but my Trick Drums have never let me down. I hope to continue playing and enjoying my Trick Drum set for another 10 years if not more."

“What can I say about Trick Bass Drum Pedals? Well... I think if you gave 5 major drum companies, 5 million dollars each to create a "world’s most advanced bass drum pedal"…

5 years later none of them would be able to top the Pro-1-V. My Pro-1-V Bigfoot Pedals are almost made too good, when I got mine I had to practice more because I couldn’t keep up with myself. They’re by far the best made pedals in the world.”

-Chip Ritter

Chip is TRICK

Trick Artist
CHIP RITTER
Professional Drummer

www.trickdrums.com - www.chipritter.com
ALESIS DRUMS
EIGHT-PIECE ELECTRONIC DRUM KITS STARTING AT $299

COMMAND KIT / WITH MESH SNARE AND KICK $699

ALSO AVAILABLE

FORGE KIT / NITRO KIT
WITH FORGE MODULE $499 / WITH NITRO MODULE $299

ALESIS.COM
SIGN UP NOW!

ALESIS

DRUM LAB
FREE LESSON & GIFT BAG

ALESIS DRUMS
DESIGNED IN THE USA

SATURDAY & SUNDAY MAY 21–22

Featuring: Tim Root
Global Product Manager for Alesis Drums

“Texas” Tim Root, as he’s known in drumming circles, is a highly accomplished veteran of the percussion/drum profession. He has traveled the world for over 30 years promoting electronic drums to a wide variety of professional, hobbyist and student audiences. A skilled player and experienced teacher, Tim has the intimate familiarity of the drumming world that only a life-long percussionist can understand.

- Began playing at age 10, now has over 35 years of experience as a professional drummer, clinician and developing new percussion products
- Studied drums and percussion at the University of Houston and the University of Texas San Antonio
- Studied privately with Keith Karnacky, Randy May, Joe Raynor, Joel Fulgum and Ed Soph
- Has conducted over 300 drum clinic worldwide, including percussion duos with Bill Bruford, Chester Thompson and Vinnie Colaiuta
- His electronic percussion expertise has been used by Journey, Van Halen, The Eurythmics, Stevie Wonder, Joe Zawinul, La Mafia, Jim Keltner, and many more.
2016 RAFFLE PRIZES

CYMBAL PLANET
20” Ride Turkish “Euphonic” Cymbal

LUDWIG one-off!
6.5x14 Classic Maple Series, 7-ply all maple shell with integrated metal finish ply inside and out. This is a very responsive and loud drum. Brass die-cast batter and snare hoops, 10 brass tube lugs, P86B brass throw-off, brass cast badge.

Humes & Berg
two cases, one for each day

Not So Modern Drummer
set of hardcopy magazines
30 backissues

CYMBAL PLANET
Set of cast finger cymbals

DUNNETT
snare drum

photo and
description tba

AE
2 snare drums: one each day!
one side is a silent mesh head, other side is regular head

photo and
description tba

WFL-III
snare drum

photo and
description tba

Stick Stuff
Drum stick grip

CYMBAL PLANET
10 pair of Monday Morning Sticks

DrumArt
$100 gift certificate for custom head art

Holland Drums
6x14 DW Snare Drum
“Ten and Six All Maple Collectors Series”
THE CLASSIC DRUMMER HALL OF FAME
IS PLEASED TO BE THE SUPPORTING SPONSOR OF
ROB COOK’S 26TH ANNUAL
CHICAGO DRUM SHOW

Get digital issues of Classic Drummer Magazine FREE at classicdrummer.com
The **Masai Ensemble** (meh-sai), under the musical direction of Doug Corella was established in 2007. The group is home to Rowe-Clark Math & Science Academy, a college prep school within the Noble Network of Charter Schools stationed in Chicago’s Humboldt Park district. By creating new sounds and textures in the field of percussion and electronics, the group prides itself by fusing traditional techniques with contemporary music. Students are encouraged to perform on multiple instruments i.e. piano, marimba, steel drum, guitar and barrels to name a few.

The **Masai Ensemble** is the top-performing ensemble at Rowe-Clark Math & Science Academy Chicago, IL. In 2009, the group recorded its first CD showing their diversity in styles. Songs ranged from Homecoming (Kanye West) to Oye Como Va (Tito Puente). The group has completed their second CD entitled LOVE featuring music from the Beatles. Also recorded but still to be released are songs from Pat Metheny, Weather Report and Yes.

The group has been very active performing throughout Chicago and Wisconsin.

**Music Achievements**

- **Masai Ensemble** established 2007
  - Recorded/released debut CD May 2009
  - May 2009 – Group performed for Right Angle Foundation
  - August 2009 Performed for River Forest Country club
  - 2009 performed for John Rowe Award Event downtown Hilton
  - February 23rd performed for Jessie White Tumblers 50th Anniversary at United Center
  - Performed at Westin Hotel for Voices of Illinois Children organization honoring Frank Clark (drumline)
  - Feb. 5th 2011 concert with Brooklyn, NY duo Loop 243
  - Composer in residence with Randall Woolf of Fulcrum Point New Music Project
  - Drumline performs for John Rowe Retirement party Hilton Chicago Rahm Emmanual-Mayor present.
  - March 2012 concert with Alma College Percussion Ensemble, Dave Zerbe Director
  - Recorded/Released second CD of Beatles songs entitled, **LOVE** May 2011

- **Rowe-Clark Drumline** established 2012
  - Recorded/performed with RCA recording Artists, the Verve Pipe at Lollapalooza 2012
  - Performed at First Annual Great Lakes Steelpan Festival Crystal Lake, IL 2013
  - Recorded/released third CD entitled **Golden** May 2013
  - Winner of 2013 International House of Blues Action for the Arts Grant
  - Gold Award recipients Heritage Music Festival St. Louis, MO 2014, Best Soloist, Spirit of St. Louis Award., Judges Award
  - Performed at Field Museum Chicago, IL
  - Recorded fourth CD of Michael Jackson songs entitled, **This Is It** May 2015
  - Winner of 2015 International House of Blues Action for the Arts Grant 2015
  - Performed at House of Blues April 28, 2016

For additional information please contact:
Doug Corella, **Director** dcorella@roweandclark.org
W:773-242-2212 x 5232 C: 773-733-1803
The Chicago Drum Show presents the

YOUTH RHYTHM JAM

A free program in the Master Class room of the Chicago Drum Show, the Youth Rhythm Jam will be hosted by Chicago percussionist JoVia. Gon Bops is supplying congas, shakers, wood blocks, cowbells and cajons, Remo is supplying Rhythm Pal bucket drums, and Doug Corella is supplying Tubanos. The format of this event will be defined by JoVia and the participants themselves. This event is open to all ages; we are especially encouraging school-age youngsters to join in.

Our thanks to the providers of the instruments for JoVia’s Youth Rhythm Jam: Gon Bops, Remo, and Doug Corella of the Masai Ensemble

Remo’s new Rhythm Pal instruments are pretuned heads attached to buckets!
JoVia
sponsored by:
Sabian, Gon Bops, Rebeats

CLINIC:
Saturday 11:30 A.M.

Youth Rhythm Jam
Saturday 2:00 P.M.
(In the Master Class Room, no charge)

from JoVia’s website:

Daringly innovative, percussionist and educator JoVia Armstrong is a well-traveled musician and a Sabian-endorsed artist. Detroit-bred, she is winner of the 2014 Best Black Female Percussionist of the Year through the Black Women in Jazz Awards. She received the 3Arts Siragusa Foundation Artist Award in 2011 for her work as a Teaching Artist. As of January 2016, she has been inducted into the AACM (Association for the Advancement of Creative Musicians). She recently has been added as an artist with Gon Bops Percussion.

JoVia began studying percussion as a high school freshman. She enrolled at Michigan State University as a percussion performance major where she continued to perform and study orchestral percussion (including 4-mallet marimba/vibraphone). As a sophomore she began to study African Cuban percussion and drum set with performer and educator Francisco Mora-Catlett. She also studied and performed with various on-campus ensembles such as African drumming & dance, Latin Jazz, and also Korean drumming. After 3 years she transferred to Columbia College in Chicago where she soon met flautist Nicole Mitchell and became a member of Mithcell’s Black Earth Ensemble.

After earning a B.A. in Music Business at Columbia College Chicago, she quickly relocated back to Motown in 2002. Since her move back to Motown, she has performed with various artists such as El DeBarge, Martha Reeves, Omar, Joe VasConcellos, RES, Alison Crockett, Angela Johnson, Maysa, Rahsaan Patterson, Eric Robeson, Gordon Chambers, Conya Doss, Althea Rene, Nadir, Wendell Harrison, and BSTC. She played Cajon (box drum) for the “Tour of the Americas 2004”. The group performed original and traditional songs of Chile, Peru, Bolivia, Venezuela, and Argentina. She has also performed with various artists opening shows for such acts as Warren Hill, The X-ecutioners, Kindred the Family Soul, Thomas Mapfumo, Gerald Albright and The Bad Plus. She has had the pleasure of sharing the stage with Amp Fiddler, Trey Anastasio and Michael Franti & Spearhead.

Currently, JoVia lives in Chicago and is composing songs for her World Jazz group, Musique Noire. They recently won the 2015 Best Black Female Jazz Group through Black Women in Jazz Awards. They were nominated for two Detroit Music Awards in 2009, 2010, and 2011 for Outstanding Jazz Recording (“Good Hair”) & Outstanding World/Reggae Group. JoVia received an individual nomination for Outstanding World/Reggae Instrumentalist. She is a regular lesson contributor for TomTom Magazine and has released several lesson videos on YouTube. Her debut album consisting of jazzy electronic grooves, “Fuzzy Blue Robe Chronicles,” was released in 2009. Her music can be found at http://jovia.bandcamp.com/ and http://musiquenoire.com.
Put space and noise reduction science into acoustic drums so you can play just about anytime, anywhere.

Engineered to produce true acoustic drum sound(s) at both a pleasant low audible volume and full-blast room-shaken audible levels.

Change between unobtrusive and loud usage simply by flipping the drum over.

Jam on our drum Saturday evening (after the Drum Show closes!) as part of the ‘Instruments Welcome in The Sports Lounge’ event.

Listen to Jazz Legend Les DeMerle play our practice drum at his in-booth drum lessons (booth #175) and Get Jazzed.

Antique and Vintage Drum Museum on the upper level near the clinic room featuring Brian Hill’s “On The Ropes” display.

A special piece this year: mid 1700’s French & Indian War Era drum.
As the son of legendary drumming icon Ginger Baker, Kofi Baker has a name that’s synonymous with drumming excellence. And Kofi lives up to his name; with his outstanding skills, drive, and dedication he continues the great Baker legacy. Kofi’s first live performance was with his father on the UK television show "The Old Grey Whistle Test" – at just six years of age he proved he had inherited more than just his father’s name.

In the early 80’s, Kofi and his father played drum duets throughout Europe, amazing audiences with complex African polyrhythms. Later, Kofi toured with John Ethridge (Soft Machine), and gigged in London with Steve Waller (Manfred Mann), and with Randy California (Spirit). He also toured Europe with Steve Marriot’s Humble Pie.

During the 1990’s Kofi toured with Jack Bruce in Budapest; signed with Scotty Brothers Records when he recorded the album Lost City; recorded Abstract Logic with Jonas Hellborg and Shawn Lane; and toured extensively - including more drum duets with Ginger Baker.

More recently Kofi has completed The Extreme Guitar Tour with Uli Jon Roth - Former Scorpions lead guitarist, Vinny Appice - DIO, Black Sabbath, Rick Derringer, John Lennon ect. Vinnie Moore - Lead guitarist with UFO.

Kofi is now living in Hobart IN. Kofi Baker’s Cream Experience is his latest inspiration - a powerful trio that rivals that of Cream.

The Forgotten Foot
A Guide to Developing Foot Independence and Hi-Hat/Bass Coordination for All Drummers
Series: Drum Instruction
Format: Softcover with CD
Authors: Jordan Hill, Kofi Baker

This book demonstrates the role of the left foot as an important facet of learning to play drums. You’ll learn to develop better timing and consistency through a series of exercises designed to improve four-way coordination. The book covers a wide range of topics, from basic music reading and notation to advanced beats and fills. Both rock and jazz styles are highlighted, including exercises to help enhance double bass drumming technique and promote independence. The accompanying CD features 50+ tracks demonstrating many of the exercises in the book.
20% OFF FOR OUR FRIENDS OF THE DRUM SHOW
USE PROMO CODE: ARCADRUM20 AT OSHOWS.COM

SATURDAY NIGHT AFTER THE DRUM SHOW!

DRUM WARS LIVE!
CARMINE & VINNY APPICE

Featuring their hits from Black Sabbath, Dio, Rod Stewart, Ozzy Osbourne & more!

PLUS

KOFI BAKER’S CREAM EXPERIENCE

Kofi’s band is the ultimate Cream tribute: combining Cream’s innovative and experimental style with virtuoso talent.

TWO GREAT SHOWS • ONE LOW PRICE!
SATURDAY, MAY 21 8PM
TICKETS START AT $39

JASON BONHAM’S LED-ZEPPELIN EXPERIENCE

Son of original Zep drummer, John Bonham, Jason Bonham brings his Led Zeppelin Experience back to the Arcada Theatre! Don’t miss this amazing performance including videos and effects for a night as close to Led Zeppelin as you can get!

SATURDAY, MAY 28 8PM
TICKETS START AT $59

ONLY 15 MINUTES AWAY FROM THE OTIUM!
STRAIGHT DOWN NORTH AVE.
105 E. MAIN ST., ST. CHARLES, IL

630.962.7000 OSHOWS.COM
GET YOUR TICKETS NOW!
John Blackwell
sponsored by:
Dixon, Remo, Turkish, Humes & Berg, Regal Tip

CLINIC: Saturday 3:00 P.M.
Master Class Sunday 12:00 noon

From the PrinceVault: (John was with Prince 2000-2004 and 2010-2013)
Son of John Blackwell Senior, a professional drummer who played with artists such as Mary Wells, King Curtis, Joe Simon, J.J. Jackson and The Drifters, and Mamie S. Blackwell, a music enthusiast, John grew up in Columbia, South Carolina and started playing drums at age 3, learning from his father.

As a teenager, John played in high school marching and jazz bands. He played in jazz clubs from age 13 until he graduated from high school. His first professional and paid job as a drummer was with singer and swing band leader Billy Eckstine at 17. After high school he enrolled with the Berklee College of Music in Boston, Massachusetts. While still at Berklee he played with Herman Johnson, a renowned American Jazz Saxophonist. They played every week at Ryles Cafe in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Blackwell also played at Wally's Cafe until the time he left Berklee after graduating in 1995.

Soon after leaving Berklee in 1995, Blackwell joined American funk band, Cameo with whom he played with for the next three years. In 1998, he was recruited by Patti LaBelle and moved to Los Angeles. He played with Patti on "Livin' One Night Only" (CD, DVD and VHS), an album rewarded with a Grammy Award.

In May of 2000, Blackwell was invited to join Utada Hikaru, a Japanese teen sensation and pop star on her "Bohemian Summer 2000 Nationwide Tour of Japan". He performed continually with Utada Hikaru for three months and participated on her album "Distance", contributing to the Song "Parody".

Having met Prince and Larry Graham in 1999 in Minneapolis and New York while performing with Patti LaBelle, John Blackwell was invited over to Paisley Park Studios. While still working with Patti LaBelle, and then Utada Hikaru, Blackwell traveled to Minneapolis regularly to play with the band. Two days after Utada Hikaru tour ended on 31 August 2000, he flew to Minneapolis and became The NPG's drummer, a position he kept until late 2004 when he left the retainer.

In 2009, John Blackwell briefly joins The NPG for several one-off performances in Los Angeles, Montreux and Monaco. Since July 2010, he returned to his position as drummer of The NPG, replacing Cora Coleman-Dunham and has been The NPG drummer since.

After Working With Prince- After leaving The NPG in 2004, John Blackwell worked with Justin Timberlake whom he toured in 2006 & 2007. He has also recorded with P. Diddy and various acts on his label. More recently John played with Maze, featuring Frankie Beverly. He has two educational drum DVDs. The first is a two-disc set entitled 'John Blackwell Technique, Grooving and Showmanship' while the second is self-titled 'John Blackwell' and is part of the Hudson Music Masters Series.

With his own band, The John Blackwell Project, he released 4EvR Jia in 2009, an homage record to his daughter Jia, deceased in 2004 in a tragic pool accident at age two. John Blackwell established the Jia Kennie Blackwell Memorial Scholarship, in order to support outstanding female musicians at Berklee who demonstrate musical potential and financial need. A memorial concert was held at the Berklee Performance Center on 11 December 2004; a portion of the proceeds from the concert went to promote water safety, while the majority of the proceeds were used to provide scholarship support.
LEGENDARY DRUMS

One-ply, solid shell Walnut drum set outfitted with our new Marquise lugs

...from a legendary craftsman...

www.CraviottoDrums.com

announcing
2017 Chicago Drum Show clinician
GREGG BISSONETTE

BANGGOBOOM.COM
Kim Thompson was born on March 28, 1981 in Los Angeles, California. Her family moved to St. Louis, Missouri where she was raised. She also began her musical start. At the young age of 8 she picked up a pair of drum sticks and the rest is history. She graduated in 1999 with from her Alma Mater Pattonville Senior High School and left for the fall semester to attend the prestigious Manhattan School of Music. Here she earned her Bachelor of Music Arts in Jazz Composition & Education in (New York City).

After completing her collegiate career, she begins performing all over the world. Ms. Thompson is a three time Grammy™ winner and noted drummer whose success has traversed from performing all over the world with top pop & jazz icons; such as Beyoncé’ Knowles & fusion guitarist Mike Stern. She is also a television composer, an actress and hosting house drummer for the television show "Late Night with Seth Meyers” first season. Composed and wrote the opening & closing theme song for the Late Night show as well. She also has her own jazz quartet.

Inspired to show the world of her passion for music and art she founded her own production and record label company called ©KTMUSICPRODUCTIONS. Based Harlem, New York based production company committed to film, history, live performances, education, compositions, & lyrical songwriting. The production company has thus far produced 6 records & 200 films. Currently awaiting her most anticipated album, “Treasures Abound” (A Tribute to the Jazz Greats) features her dynamic drumming & arranging featuring some of jazz & Walt Disney’s timeless musical selections recorded by jazz giants like Miles Davis, Bill Evans, & Thelonious Monk; showcasing modern themed classical etudes & jazz original songs written & performed with her jazz quartet. April 2016 Jazz CD release.

She has 2 pilots on a history channel named “Story Time” with Kimberly Thompson covering the careers of late greats Hollywood Golden Age Superstars Sammy Davis Jr. & Lena Horne; and a children’s web series educating kids about music and instrumentation as herself through cartoon animation called “Music Time“ with Kimberly Thompson. She looks forward to sharing her gifts and mobility through fine arts and activism in bettering the music industry & communities invested in stabilizing generations ahead with the children of our future.
**CYMPAD**

- **Optimize your cymbal sound**

- Recommended for all drumming styles and situations.
- Cympad cellular foam Optimizer and Chromatics cymbal washers are consistent, durable and designed to improve the sound and performance of any cymbal.

- **CYMPAD Moderator** cymbal pads reduce cymbal volume and unwanted overtones; controlling sustain and increasing articulation.

- [www.cympad.com](http://www.cympad.com)

---

**PINCHCLIP**

- PinchClip puts millions of years of evolution and hundreds of years of innovation in the hands of today's drummers. Faster and easier to use than conventional wingnuts, PinchClips are secure, reliable replacements for wingnuts and clutchnuts on cymbal and hi-hat stands.

- Chicago Drum Show Booth #36
- [www.pinch-clip.com](http://www.pinch-clip.com)

---

**TRX HIGH CONTRAST CYMBALS**

- Dark, Medium and Bright are more than just the names of three of our most popular cymbal series. They’re the sonic foundation of modern music. This is why TRX cymbals are designed and handcrafted to offer today’s drummers the most unique, most competitive, most progressive range of tonal choices available.
- So, when you’re ready to choose a high-quality, high-contrast cymbal set that fits your drumming, why pick one series when you can play a whole spectrum of sounds? Learn more at [www.trxcymbals.com](http://www.trxcymbals.com)

- Free “High Contrast” T-Shirt with every purchase • Chicago Drum Show Booth #27
The RIMRISER
Cross Stick Performance Enhancer
www.rimriserusa.com

Booth 76

Stock and Custom Drum Parts
for Drum Builders

Stop and visit us at Booth 160

Jazz & Big Band Super Drummer

The Dynamic
Les DeMerle

Clinics
Concerts
Master Classes
Festivals

Booth #175
Meet Jazz Legend Les DeMerle, Amelia Island Jazz Festival Founder and Artistic Director, and GET JAZZED!

Les@LesDeMerleMusic.com

Drum Lessons: 15 min / 30 min - Technique Tips and Concepts
Craviotto Drum Clinics DeMerle Jazz Store and more!

Sign up for the first Les DeMerle Skype Drum Lessons to start this Summer!
KNOW-HOW IS THE DIFFERENCE IN DRUMHEADS

FILM
Surface tension increases tuning ranges and acts as a springboard for drumstick rebound. Du Pont™ Mylar® sets the industry standard of all polyester films made worldwide.

COLLAR
Curved collar increases air flow energy transfer to the drum shell and resonant head.

STEP
Step design keeps the film flat and level allowing the drumhead adequate seating clearance to adjust itself to various counter hoops and bearing edges.

HOOP
Drumhead hoop is constructed with high grade aluminum for maximum rigidity and stability.

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE, EXPERIENCE THE KNOW-HOW.
BENNY GREB
sponsored by:
Sonor, Meinl, ProMark, Remo,

CLINIC: Sunday, 3:00 P.M.
Master Class Sunday 10:00 A.M.

Gifted with his first set of drums when only six years old, Benny began his drumming journey by teaching himself until he took his very first lesson when just 12 years old and he quickly progressed to playing in punk bands before discovering rock and jazz, getting involved in the various bands that his school had to offer.

By 1997 Benny was well on his way to becoming the artist he is today. His full time study began in earnest when he attended music schools in Dinkelsbühl and then in Hamburg where he currently resides.

These days, Benny can be found playing with an assortment of musicians, all demanding his tasteful and immaculate playing style. You will find him in rock settings, laying down a ferocious backbeat with both Stoppok and The Ron Spielman Trio, in jazz, where the triplet rules with the aptly titled Benny Greb Brass Band and Sabri Tülgir Tirpan, before dipping his toe into funk where Benny displaces beats and accents with Jerobeam. Lest we forget, Benny also plays classical music, working with the NDR Orchestra on their Zappa project before scaling the dizzy heights of playing the Fusion with 3ergeimmer.

Not content to just stake a claim in all those wonderful musical areas, Benny is capable enough to play with acoustic punk/cabaret act Strom & Wasser, clearly showing that no style is beyond his tasteful approach.

With all the love that the drums has given to Benny, he can also be found presenting drum clinics, or teaching the hungry young drummers that fill the Hamburg School of Music’s hallways. He even travels to Mannheim, to the Popakademie there to teach those fortunate youngsters. He also teaches at the Bandcamp of the Bayerische Musikakademie Hammelburg. Furthermore he already offered Master Session drum camps in Hammelburg (Germany), New York (USA), London (UK) and Camignano di Brenta (Italy) for drummers all around the world.

Benny has entertained drummers worldwide with clinics for Sonor and Meinl. High profile events such as the Montreal Drum Festival in Canada, the Ultimate Drummer Weekend in Melbourne, Australia, the World Drum Festival, Germany, Drummer Live in London, UK, Croatia Drumcamp in Groznjan, Croatia or the Chinese Drum Summit in Peking, China.

Now, at 33, Benny has made up his mind to concentrate on his band besides his solo performances. It was his fine musical instincts that brought him together with the UK musicians Kit Downes (keys) and Chris Montague (git.). The trio has called its band MOVING PARTS. Focusing on intense interaction, the musicians have dedicated themselves to a groove-oriented sound overlaid with jazzy improvisation - electronic transparency meets dirty indie sound.

Benny Greb Discography
Benny Greb - Grebfruit (2005)
Benny Greb - The Language of Drumming - DVD (2009)
Benny Greb - Brassband (2009)
Benny Greb’s Moving Parts (2014)
The Chicago Drum Show & Classic Drummer Hall of Fame congratulate ZORO on his newly released book

**SOAR! 9 Proven Keys for Unlocking Your Limitless Potential**

Stop by booth 58 and get your autographed copy!

"You owe it to yourself to devour this message."
- Dr. Wes Stafford, President Emeritus Compassion International

"Zoro's latest book is what millions in today's ever-changing world are asking for."
- Michael W. Smith, Grammy Award-Winning Recording Artist

When you think of your life, what are your biggest dreams?

Winning an Academy Award? Discovering a cure for cancer? Flying a fighter jet? Winning an Olympic gold medal? Ultimately doing something significant, meaningful, and lasting?

Your dreams are far more than wishful thinking. As world-renowned musician, master storyteller, and motivational speaker Zoro shows, your dreams are a very special gift from God designed to help you soar!

In this powerful book, Zoro shares nine vital life principles that will help you unlock your limitless potential and guide you into a life of impact, intention, and adventure—regardless of your age or what you’ve accomplished so far.

Zoro is living proof that the SOAR! principles can launch a person to new heights.

A dreamer who grew up in hopeless poverty, Zoro became an international rock drummer extraordinare who set the groove for some of the greatest recording artists of our time. In each chapter, the “Minister of Groove” weaves stories of global adventure that inspire and encourage you toward your own personal triumphs.

You have awe-inspiring stories in the making. This book will provide the master keys to accomplishment. Are you ready to be launched into the true success that awaits you?

World-renowned drummer Zoro has toured and recorded with music legends such as Lenny Kravitz, Bobby Brown, New Edition, and Frankie Valli and the Four-Seasons. He is also a critically acclaimed author, life coach, ordained minister, and founder of Zoro International Ministries who speaks to audiences worldwide on the topics of personal excellence and life purpose.

"Soar is filled with practical wisdom that will enable you to discover, develop, and deploy your gifts. If you’re wondering why you’re here, and what your purpose is, read this book!"
- Kevin Sorbo, Actor, Director, Producer, and Author (G.O.P.’s NOT Dead, Hercules)

9 Proven Keys for Unlocking Your Limitless Potential

Praise for SOAR!

"SOAR! is a must-read for anyone who wants to reach their full potential in life. Zoro’s passion and dedication are contagious and will inspire all who read his book." - Dr. Wes Stafford, President Emeritus Compassion International

"Zoro’s expertise in the world of music and his ability to convey powerful messages makes his book SOAR! an inspirational read for anyone who wants to soar to new heights in their own lives." - Michael W. Smith, Grammy Award-Winning Recording Artist

"In SOAR!, Zoro shares his wisdom and encouragement with the world. If you want to unlock your potential and live a life of purpose, this book is a must-read."
- Kevin Sorbo, Actor, Director, Producer, and Author (G.O.P.’s NOT Dead, Hercules)
Rebeats Products

Rebeats Tape Measure
$5.00

Drum Show Mug
$10.00

Show T-shirt
$15.00

televisions for sale!

Drum show is updating displays.

Vizio 32 $100
Changhong 49 $200

Rebeats Video

Wall Controllers
Great for home theater, trade shows, digital signage.
Prices start at just $575.00

Rebeats Publications

DRUM BADGE
TIMELINE POSTER
18x24, 70 badges, full color

THE GRETSCHE DRUM BOOK

THE LUDWIG BOOK

THE MAKING OF A DRUM COMPANY
Wm F. Ludwig II

THE ROGERS BOOK

George Way's Little Black Book

REBEATS CALFSKIN HEAD BOOK w/DVD

DRUM COLORS
The Rebeats color swatch book

Gretsch Ser # dating
Ludwig Ser # dating
Lucky Drummer
Ed Shaughnessy

Best Seat In The House
by Jerry Shirley

The Life & Times of Gene Krupa
by Bruce Crowther

Hal Blaine
And The Wrecking Crew
by Hal Blaine
with David Goggin

1941 Gretsch catalog reprint

The Baby Dodds Story,
Larry Gara
Booth 58  Meet ZORO at Gary’s booth all weekend!

Gary Asher’s 1.800.810.DRUM

since 1982

300 Sets 600 Snares
Lessons • Sales • Repairs • Rentals • Cartage

2389 WOODCREEK Birmingham, Alabama 35226
FUGATE

OVER 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE
IN MARIMBA TUNING AND
PERCUSSION INSTRUMENT MANUFACTURING

» Trust all of your percussion re-tuning and repair needs to us—any make or model.

» New and used xylophones, marimbas, and other niche products.

» Completely adhesiveless stave construction drums and each stave is tuned to a specific pitch—it’s a marimba converted into a drum!

» Convert your conventional drums into free-floating drums with our patented hardware design.

MADE IN THE USA
Best prices and quality in the industry. OEM services available.

309.472.6830

We built them back in the day. We're building them again.

AT LAST... Quality and affordability for the working drummer. Built with the same high standards as our Chicago Classic™ and Chicago Heritage™ Series drums, with ultimate affordability in mind. If you want a modern tone and feel - you want Arena Rock. For pricing, specifications and availability, please visit our web site - www.chicagodrum.com.

Chicago Drum... Because History Matters

Chicago Drum produces a vintage style 14" snare that starts with our own high-quality 5-ply shell, a nearly 3/8" thick lay-up of Maple/Poplar or Mahogany/Poplar. Solid steam bent maple reinforcement rings, ultra-smooth bearing edges with 30 degree round overs, and deep, flat, wide cut snare beds are standard to enhance sensitivity.

As former Slingerland® employees from 1955 through 1986, we built some of the finest drums for the best players in the world.

Now it's time to experience our versions of a timeless classic... from our skilled hands to yours.

Discover True Vintage™

Classic Styling • Legendary Sound • Made in the USA

We built them back in the day. We're building them again.™

www.chicagodrum.com

Dealer inquiries welcome.

Visit Us In Booth 2

The Final Word On Snare Drums